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Conflict Transformation and Reconciliation
2015-06-19

this book examines approaches to reconciliation and peacebuilding in settler colonial post conflict and divided societies in contrast to current literature this book provides a broader
assessment of reconciliation and conflict transformation by applying a distinctive multi level approach the analysis provides a unique intervention in the field one that significantly
complicates received notions of reconciliation and transitional justice and considers conflict transformation across the constitutional institutional and relational levels of society
drawing on extensive fieldwork in south africa northern ireland australia and guatemala the work presents an interdisciplinary study of the complex political challenges facing
societies attempting to transition either from violence and authoritarianism to peace and democracy or from colonialism to post colonialism informed by theories of agonistic
democracy the book conceives of reconciliation as a process that is deeply political and that prioritises the capacity to retain and develop democratic political contest in societies that
have in other ways been able to resolve their conflicts the cases considered suggest that reconciliation is most likely an open ended process rather than a goal a process that requires
divided societies to pay ongoing attention to reconciliatory efforts at all levels long after the eyes of the world have moved on from countries where the work of reconciliation is
thought to be finished this book will be of great interest to students of reconciliation conflict transformation peacebuilding transitional justice and ir in general

The Literary Mafia
2022-07-26

an investigation into the transformation of publishing in the united states from a field in which jews were systematically excluded to one in which they became ubiquitous from the
very first page this book is funnier and more gripping than a book on publishing has any right to be anyone interested in america s intellectual or jewish history must read this and
anyone looking for an engrossing story should emily tamkin author of bad jews in the 1960s and 1970s complaints about a jewish literary mafia were everywhere although a
conspiracy of jews colluding to control publishing in the united states never actually existed such accusations reflected a genuine transformation from an industry notorious for
excluding jews to one in which they arguably had become the most influential figures josh lambert examines the dynamics between jewish editors and jewish writers how jewish
women exposed the misogyny they faced from publishers and how children of literary parents have struggled with and benefited from their inheritances drawing on interviews and
tens of thousands of pages of letters and manuscripts the literary mafia offers striking new discoveries about celebrated figures such as lionel trilling and gordon lish and neglected
fiction by writers including ivan gold ann birstein and trudy gertler in the end we learn how the success of one minority group has lessons for all who would like to see american
literature become more equitable

Water Pollution Control Research Series 18050 HLA 09/73
1974

baby safe haven laws which allow a parent to relinquish a newborn baby legally and anonymously at a specified institutional location such as a hospital or fire station were established
in every state between 1999 and 2009 promoted during a time of heated public debate over policies on abortion sex education teen pregnancy adoption welfare immigrant
reproduction and child abuse safe haven laws were passed by the majority of states with little contest these laws were thought to offer a solution to the consequences of unwanted
pregnancies mothers would no longer be burdened with children they could not care for and newborn babies would no longer be abandoned in dumpsters yet while these laws are well
meaning they inadequately address the social injustices that compel abandonment for the very small number of girls and women who abandon their newborns advocates of safe
haven laws target teenagers women of color and poor women in particular with safe haven information under the assumption that they cannot offer good homes for their children
laury oaks argues that the labeling of certain kinds of women as potential bad mothers who should consider anonymously giving up their newborns for adoption into a loving home
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should best be understood as an issue of reproductive justice safe haven discourses promote narrow images of who deserves to be a mother and reflect restrictive views on how we
should treat women experiencing an unplanned pregnancy

Giving Up Baby
2015-06-05

this book clarifies khomeini s views on nationalism sectarianism and peace and war by putting the iran iraq war at center of understanding of khomeini s ideology moreover by making
comparisons between khomeini s thoughts before and after the revolution with his words during the iran iraq war this book helps us see how his discourse during the conflict was
shaped by such thoughts also such a comparison helps us understand the complexities of khomeini s doctrines and their evolvements additionally by offering a unique set of
methodological tools this book introduces a new way to study political leaders in iran and other parts of the middle east

Ayatollah Khomeini Through the Lens of the Iran-Iraq War
2023-01-01

an insider s look at a powerful social movement that aims to transform how we think about frozen human embryos reproductive politics and the future of the nation

Conceiving Christian America
2023-09-05

this second volume s selected essays look at the principles of herodotus research concerning the physical world in the light of traditional myth and the science of his times and deal
with the connections between travelling and storytelling culture and gender hellenic and barbarian religions and memory and ethnicity

Herodotus: Volume 2
2013-08-29

this book provides state of the art coverage of research in laboratory phonology laboratory phonology denotes a research perspective not a specific theory it represents a broad
community of scholars dedicated to bringing interdisciplinary experimental approaches and methods to bear on how spoken language is structured learned and used it draws on a
wide range of tools and concepts from cognitive and natural sciences this book describes the investigative approaches disciplinary perspectives and methods deployed in laboratory
phonology and highlights the most promising areas of current research part one introduces the history nature and aims of laboratory phonology the remaining four parts cover central
issues in research done within this perspective as well as methodological resources used for investigating these issues contributions to this volume address how laboratory phonology
approaches have provided insight into human speech and language structure and how theoretical questions and methodologies are intertwined this handbook the first specifically
dedicated tothe laboratory phonology approach builds on the foundation of knowledge amassed in linguistics speech research and allied disciplines with the varied interdisciplinary
contributions collected the handbook advances work in this vibrant field
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The Oxford Handbook of Laboratory Phonology
2012

resilience is a biopsychosocial phenomenon it encompasses personal interpersonal and community experiences innovative approaches to individual and community resilience reviews
the current research and details differing levels and approaches to resilience on a microlevel this book specifies how to develop appropriate coping strategies maintain cognitive
flexibility and identify label and share feelings before acting upon them on a macrolevel it defines and explores environmental resilience social resilience community resilience and
family resilience it focuses on the importance of family community and spiritual bonds in order to share experiences and enhance posttraumatic healing the need to be firmly
grounded in today while learning from yesterday in order to cope with the requirements of tomorrow is the primary emphasis of this book explores aspects of resilience within the
individual community and environment outlines critical factors that allow people to not just survive but to thrive addresses the crucial role of the family in the development of
resilience reflects upon the helping professional s need to achieve and maintain resilience

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Naval Reserve
1984

freedom to do whatever one wishes structured athenian democratic ideology with consequences that empowered citizens and oppressed others

Register of Retired Commissioned and Warrant Officers, Regular and Reserve, of the United States Navy
and Marine Corps
1978

this book shows how religions and their internal struggles shape key actors and processes in the international political economy it highlights how fundamentalist business oriented
christians in the united states were instrumental in the neoliberal turn in us hegemony how christianity in the form of prosperity religion transformed latin america and how
reactionary religious movements sharpened state competition through illiberal politics in turkey india and elsewhere but reactionary movements are also confronted by liberationist or
more progressive movements such as islamic feminism that seek to build a more inclusive global economy religions and their ideas should be seen as a constitutive part of neoliberal
globalization and its contestation in ipe

Innovative Approaches to Individual and Community Resilience
2017-07-14

although there are many works dealing with pompeii and herculaneum none of them try to encompass the entire spectrum of material related to its reception in popular imagination
pompeii s ashes surveys a broad variety of such works ranging from travelogues between ca 1740 and 2010 to 250 years of fiction including stage works music and films the first two
chapters provide an in depth analysis of the excavation history and an overview of the reflections of travelers the six remaining chapters discuss several clearly defined genres
historical novels with pagan tendencies and those with christians and jews as protagonists contemporary adventures time traveling mock manuscripts and works dedicated to
vesuvius pompeii s ashes demonstrates how the eternal fascination with the oldest still running archaeological projects in the world began developed and continue until now
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Freedom and Power in Classical Athens
2024-04-30

for autistic people who find themselves facing a criminal charge understanding how the features of autism may have contributed to their behaviour can be vital context for their
defence in this insightful book nick dubin explores how and why autistic people get caught up in the criminal justice system he delves into what steps can be taken to prevent autistic
people committing crimes and what should be done to ensure their fair and appropriate treatment if they are charged with a crime it covers everything from prevention to the
aftermath of sentencing including available counselling and therapy nick s personal experience and meticulous research shows that criminal justice can be an oppressive system that
misunderstands and stigmatizes autistic people especially low risk individuals and those with less criminal responsibility

Religions in International Political Economy
2020-07-02

why are some civic associations better than others at getting and keeping people involved in activism from moveon org to the national rifle association health care for america now to
the sierra club membership based civic associations constantly seek to engage people in civic and political action what makes some more effective than others using in person
observations surveys and field experiments this book compares organizations with strong records of engaging people in health and environmental politics to those with weaker
records to build power civic associations need quality and quantity or depth and breadth of activism they need lots of people to take action and also a cadre of leaders to develop and
execute that activity yet models for how to develop activists and leaders are not necessarily transparent this book provides these models to help associations build the power they
want and support a healthy democracy in particular the book examines organizing mobilizing and lone wolf models of engagement and shows how highly active associations blend
mobilizing and organizing to transform their members motivations and capacities for involvement this is not a simple story about the power of offline versus online organizing instead
it is a story about how associations can blend both online and offline strategies to build their activist base in this compelling book hahrie han explains how civic associations can invest
in their members and build the capacity they need to inspire action

Pompeii's Ashes
2015-03-10

recent scholarship has recognized that philip ii and alexander the great adopted elements of their self fashioning and court ceremonial from previous empires in the ancient near east
but it is generally assumed that the advent of the macedonian court as a locus of politics and culture occurred only in the post alexander landscape of the hellenistic successors this
volume of ground breaking essays by leading scholars on ancient macedonia goes beyond existing research questions to assess the profound impact of philip and alexander on court
culture throughout the ages the papers in this volume offer a thematic approach focusing upon key institutional cultural social ideological and iconographical aspects of the reigns of
philip and alexander the authors treat the macedonian court not only as a historical reality but also as an object of fascination to contemporary greeks that ultimately became a topos
in later reflections on the lives and careers of philip and alexander this collection of papers provides a paradigm shifting recognition of the seminal roles of philip and alexander in the
emergence of a new kind of macedonian kingship and court culture that was spectacularly successful and transformative
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Autism Spectrum Disorder, Developmental Disabilities, and the Criminal Justice System
2021-07-21

debt is the hidden engine driving undocumented migration to the united states so argues david stoll in this powerful chronicle of migrants moneylenders and swindlers in the
guatemalan highlands one of the locales that collectively are sending millions of latin americans north in search of higher wages as an anthropologist stoll has witnessed the ixil
mayas of nebaj grow in numbers run out of land and struggle to find employment aid agencies have provided microcredits to turn the nebajenses into entrepreneurs but credit alone
cannot boost productivity in crowded mountain valleys which is why many recipients have invested the loans in smuggling themselves to the united states back home their
remittances have inflated the price of land so high that only migrants can afford to buy it thus more nebajenses have felt obliged to borrow the large sums needed to go north so
many have done so that even before the great recession hit the u s in 2008 many were unable to find enough work to pay back their loans triggering a financial crash back home now
migrants and their families are losing the land and homes they have pledged as collateral chain migration moneylending and large families stoll proposes have turned into pyramid
schemes in which the poor transfer risk and loss to their near and dear

How Organizations Develop Activists
2014-07-31

we experience here feeling of joy while presenting first issue of 2016 we thank you again researchers who have presented their articles in this issue this issue volume 3 issue 2 no 1
published january 2016

The Courts of Philip II and Alexander the Great
2022-01-19

language development and language impairment offers a problem based introduction to the assessment and treatment of a wide variety of childhood language developmental
disorders focuses for the most part on the pre school years the period during which the foundations for language development are laid uses a problem based approach designed to
motivate students to find the information they need to identify and explore learning issues that a particular speech or language issue raises examines the development of a child s
phonological system the growth of vocabulary the development of grammar and issues related to conversational and narrative competence integrates information on typical and
atypical language development

U.S. Army Register
1967

information about the symptoms treatment and research on autism spectrum disorders including autism and asperger syndrome
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El Norte Or Bust
2013

network research has recently been adopted as one of the tools of the trade in archaeology used to study a wide range of topics interactions between island communities movements
through urban spaces visibility in past landscapes material culture similarity exchange and much more this handbook is the first authoritative reference work for archaeological
network research featuring current topical trends and covering the archaeological application of network methods and theories this is elaborately demonstrated through substantive
topics and case studies drawn from a breadth of periods and cultures in world archaeology it highlights and further develops the unique contributions made by archaeological research
to network science especially concerning the development of spatial and material culture network methods and approaches to studying long term network change this is the go to
resource for students and scholars wishing to explore how network science can be applied in archaeology through an up to date overview of the field

The International Journal of Indian Psychology, Volume 3, Issue 2, No. 4
2016-02-15

phonetically reduced forms are plentiful theoretically interesting and a key challenge for automatic speech recognition systems yet canonical forms are still central to models of
production and perception drawing from different fields and diverse languages this volume brings new insights to the debate on abstractions and canonical forms in linguistics their
psychological reality descriptive adequacy and technical implementability

Language Development and Language Impairment
2015-08-17

this volume explores the theme of marginality in the literature and history of the neronian and flavian periods as a concept of modern criticism the term marginality has been applied
to the connection between the uprooted experience of immigrant communities and the subsequent diasporas these groups formed in their new homes the concept also covers
individuals or groups who were barred from access to resources and equal opportunities based on their deviation from a normal or dominant culture or ideology from a literary
vantage point we are interested in the voices of marginal or underappreciated authors and critical voices the distinction between marginalia and the text is often nebulous with
marginal comments making their way into the paradosis and being regarded in modern criticism as important sources of information in their own right the analysis of relevant
passages from various authors including lucan petronius persius philo of alexandria pliny the elder silius italicus and statius as well as the moretum of the appendix vergiliana is vital
for our understanding of the treatment of marginalized people in various literary genres in relation to each one s different purposes

Autism Spectrum Disorders
2011-06-17

abortion has remained one of the most volatile and polarizing issues in the united states for over four decades americans are more divided today than ever over abortion and this
debate colors the political economic and social dynamics of the country this book provides a balanced clear eyed overview of the abortion debate including the perspectives of both
the pro life and pro choice movements it covers the history of the debate from colonial times to the present the mobilization of mass movements around the issue the ways it is
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understood by ordinary americans the impact it has had on us political development and the differences between the abortion conflict in the us and the rest of the world throughout
these discussions ziad munson demonstrates how the meaning of abortion has shifted to reflect the changing anxieties and cultural divides which it has come to represent abortion
politics is an invaluable companion for exploring the abortion issue and what it has to say about american society as well as the dramatic changes in public understanding of women s
rights medicine religion and partisanship

The Oxford Handbook of Archaeological Network Research
2023-11-23

bark beetle management ecology and climate change provides the most updated and comprehensive knowledge on the complex effects of global warming upon the economically and
ecologically important bark beetle species and their host trees this authoritative reference synthesizes information on how forest disturbances and environmental changes due to
current and future climate changes alter the ecology and management of bark beetles in forested landscapes written by international experts on bark beetle ecology this book covers
topics ranging from changes in bark beetle distributions and addition of novel hosts due to climate change interactions of insects with altered host physiology and disturbance regimes
ecosystem level impacts of bark beetle outbreaks due to climate change multi trophic changes mediated via climate change and management of bark beetles in altered forests and
climate conditions bark beetle management ecology and climate change is an important resource for entomologists as well as forest health specialists policy makers and
conservationists who are interested in multi faceted impacts of climate change on forest insects at the organismal population and community levels the only book that addresses the
impacts of global warming on bark beetles with feedback loops to forest patterns and processes discusses altered disturbance regimes due to climate change with implications for
bark beetles and associated organisms led by a team of editors whose expertise includes entomology pathology ecology forestry modeling and tree physiology

Rethinking Reduction
2018-06-25

social work practice in health care by karen m allen and william j spitzer is a pragmatic and comprehensive book that helps readers develop the knowledge skills and values necessary
for effective health care social work practice as well as an understanding of the technological social political ethical and financial factors affecting contemporary patient care packed
with case studies and exercises the book emphasizes the importance of being attentive to both patient and organizational needs covers emerging trends in health care policy and
delivery provides extensive discussion of the patient protection and affordable care act and addresses social work practice across the continuum of care

Air Force Register
1963

this handbook is the definitive reference text for the study of dark tourism the contemporary commodification of death within international visitor economies shining a light on dark
tourism and visitor sites of death or disaster allows us to better understand issues of global tourism mobilities tourist experiences the co creation of touristic meaning and difficult
heritage processes and practices adopting multidisciplinary perspectives from authors representing every continent the book combines real world viewpoints from both industry and
the media with conceptual underpinning and offers comprehensive and grounded perspectives of heritage that hurts the handbook adopts a progressive and thematic approach
including critical accounts of dark tourism history dark tourism philosophy and theory dark tourism in society and culture dark tourism and heritage landscapes the dark tourist
experience and the business of dark tourism the palgrave handbook of dark tourism studies will appeal to students and scholars with an interest in aspects of memorialisation and
morality in sociology death studies history geography cultural studies philosophy psychology business management museology and heritage tourism studies politics religious studies
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and anthropology

Dynamics Of Marginality
2023-04-27

a comprehensive work that brings together and explores state of the art research on the link between stress and health outcomes offers the most authoritative resource available
discussing a range of stress theories as well as theories on preventative stress management and how to enhance well being timely given that stress is linked to seven of the ten
leading causes of death in developed nations yet paradoxically successful adaptation to stress can enable individuals to flourish contributors are an international panel of authoritative
researchers and practitioners in the various specialty subjects addressed within the work

Air Force Register
1965

waging war has historically been an almost exclusively male endeavor yet over the past several decades women have joined insurgent armies in significant and surprising numbers
why do women become guerrilla insurgents what experiences do they have in guerrilla armies and what are the long term repercussions of this participation for the women
themselves and the societies in which they live women in war answers these questions while providing a rare look at guerrilla life from the viewpoint of rank and file participants using
data from 230 in depth interviews with men and women guerrillas guerrilla supporters and non participants in rural el salvador women in war investigates why some women were able
to channel their wartime actions into post war gains and how those patterns differ from the benefits that accrued to men by accounting for these variations women in war helps
resolve current polarized debates about the effects of war on women and by extension develops our nascent understanding of the effects of women combatants on warfare political
violence and gender systems in the process women in war also develops a new model for investigating micro level mobilization processes that has applications to many movement
settings micro level mobilization processes are often ignored in the social movement literature in favor of more macro and meso level analyses yet individuals who share the same
macro level context and who are embedded in the same meso level networks often have strikingly different mobilization experiences only a portion are ever moved to activism and
those who do mobilize vary according to which paths they follow to mobilization what skills and social ties they forge through participation and whether they continue their political
activism after the movement ends by examining these individual level variations a micro level theory of mobilization can extend the findings of macro and meso level analyses and
improve our understanding of how social movements begin why they endure and whether they change the societies they target

Abortion Politics
2018-05-21

hailing themselves as heirs to the american revolution the tea party movement staged tax day protests in over 750 us cities in april 2009 quickly establishing a large and volatile
social movement tea partiers protested at town hall meetings about health care across the country in august leading to a large national demonstration in washington on september 12
2009 the movement spurred the formation or redefinition of several national organizations and many more local groups and emerged as a strong force within the republican party self
described tea party candidates won victories in the november 2010 elections even as activists demonstrated their strength and entered government the future of the movement s
influence and even its ultimate goals are very much in doubt in 2012 barack obama the movement s prime target decisively won re election congressional republicans were unable to
govern and the republican party publicly wrestled with how to manage the insurgency within although there is a long history of conservative movements in america the library of
social movement studies leans heavily to the left the tea party movement its sudden emergence and its uncertain fate provides a challenge to mainstream american politics it also
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challenges scholars of social movements to reconcile this new movement with existing knowledge about social movements in america understanding the tea party movement
addresses these challenges by explaining why and how the movement emerged when it did how it relates to earlier eruptions of conservative populism and by raising critical
questions about the movement s ultimate fate

Bark Beetle Management, Ecology, and Climate Change
2021-10-28

the challenges of achieving environmental sustainability and of generating decent work for all are closely linked in this timely book poschen argues that an integrated approach to
tackle these challenges is a necessity the goal of environmentally sustainable economies will not be attained without the active contribution of the world of work decent work green
jobs and the sustainable economy demonstrates that green jobs can be a key economic driver as the world steps into the largely uncharted territory of building a sustainable and low
carbon global economy poschen shows that positive outcomes are possible but require a clear understanding of the opportunities and challenges enterprises workers and
governments are not passive bystanders in the great transformation that is urgently needed in our economies they are essential agents of change able to develop new ways of
working in sustainable enterprises that safeguard the environment create decent jobs and foster social inclusion this book highlights the solutions that the world of work offers for
policy and practice to tackle climate change achieve environmental sustainability and to build prosperous and cohesive societies it is essential reading for those in business aca demia
and government

Social Work Practice in Healthcare
2015-04-10

the introduction of market forces into higher education is the most crucial issue facing universities and colleges today as the role of universities in the knowledge society becomes
ever more apparent and as public funding reaches its limit marketisation has become an issue of critical importance discussions about the ever increasing cost of tuition affordability
access university rankings information and the commercialization of academic research take place not just in north america western europe and australasia but also in eastern europe
asia and latin america higher education and the market provides a comprehensive account of this phenomenon and looks at its likely impact on key dimensions of university activity
system structure funding and resources the curriculum participation and achievement research and scholarship interactions with third parties contributors propose how market forces
government intervention and academic self regulation can be combined to harness the benefits of increased competition and efficiency without losing the public good it is of particular
interest to government and institutional leaders policy makers researchers and students studying higher education

The Palgrave Handbook of Dark Tourism Studies
2018-02-20

The Handbook of Stress and Health
2017-02-07
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Women in War
2013-10-03

Understanding the Tea Party Movement
2016-02-24

Decent Work, Green Jobs and the Sustainable Economy
2017-09-08

Higher Education and the Market
2010-09-13

Harvard Alumni Directory
1948

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Naval Research and Marine Corps
Reserve
1965

Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Navy and Marine Corps
1953
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Richland Rustic, 1880-1900: L-Z
2008
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